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Materials
17⁄8 yards HF-CM4399 Multi (2680213) Border stripe (Vertical
spacing strips and borders)
1/2 yard HF-CM4584 Cream (2680114) Cardinals (Pieced blocks)
3/8 yard HF-CM4397 Cream (2680197) Poinsettias (Pieced blocks)
3/8 yard HF-CM4396 Cream (2680189) Musical instruments
(Pieced blocks)
11⁄4 yards HF-CM4398 Cream (2680205) Diamonds (Background)
11⁄4 yards HF-CM4586 Green (2680130) Green Vine (Pieced blocks
& binding)
2/3 yard HF-CM4586 Red (2680148) Red Vine (Inner border & cor-
nerstones)
31⁄2 yards Backing fabric of your choice
One 81⁄2" square ruler for fussy cutting the Cardinal fabric

General Directions
A. Carefully read all directions before beginning project.
B. All seams are a scant 1/4".
C. Unless otherwise instructed, cut all strips across the width of
the fabric (approximately 44"). Then subcut into the required
pieces.
D. We recommend pre-washing the fabric. Then, to control bias
seams in this project, press the fabric with sizing or spray-starch before cutting. 
E. Press seams in the directions of the arrows.

Cutting for Pieced Panels
1. Use an 81⁄2" square ruler to “fussy-cut” squares from the
Cardinal fabric. Center the ruler, ON POINT, over a Cardi-
nal of your choice. Cut five Cardinal blocks. Handle these
blocks carefully. They may have bias edges.
2. Cut one 81⁄2" strip each from the Poinsettia and Musical In-
strument fabrics. Subcut five 81⁄2" squares of each fabric.
3. From the Green Vine fabric:
• Cut one 67⁄8" strip. Subcut three 67⁄8"
squares. Cut each square in half TWICE
diagonally to make twelve triangles. (fig-
ure 1)
• Cut three 41⁄2" strips. Subcut twenty-
four 41⁄2" squares.
4. From the Diamond fabric, cut six 67⁄8"
strips. Subcut thirty 67⁄8" squares. Cut
each square in half TWICE diagonally to
make 120 triangles. You will only need
sixty of these triangles. Refer to figure
2 to see which triangles to keep for this
project and which to set aside. Note: Se-
lecting these triangles will ensure that all of your
diamonds are facing the same way when you
piece the panels.
Sewing the Pieced Panels
5. Sew twelve Green triangles and
twelve Diamond triangles as shown
in figure 3. Note that six pairs are sewn to
face one direction and the other six face the
opposite direction.
6. Using one Green square and two Di-

amond triangles, sew
twenty-four units. (figure 4)
7. Refer to the quilt photo
for placement of the 81⁄2"
squares. Lay out one panel
of 81⁄2" squares with the
units from steps 5 and 6 and
sew as shown in figures 5
and 6. Trim off points after

pressing. Repeat to make three
panels.

Vertical spacing strips  
8. Refer to the Cutting Guide for
the Border Stripe (CM4399
Multi) and carefully cut two Car-
dinal strips 51⁄8" wide x the
LENGTH OF FABRIC. These are
the vertical spacing strips. Then
cut four Poinsettia/Holly strips
55⁄8" wide x the LENGTH OF
FABRIC. Set aside these four

strips for the outer border of the quilt. 
9. Measure the three pieced panels. Trim the two Cardinal
strips to the average length of the three pieced panels. 
10. Sew the three pieced panels and two trimmed Cardi-
nal strips together. Be sure to watch the direction of the Car-
dinals in the strips! (figure 7)

Inner and Outer Borders
11. From the Red Vine fabric cut six 21⁄2" strips. Join end to
end with 45° seams to make one long strip. From this, cut

two strips the same length as
the Cardinal strips and sew to
each side of the quilt center.
Press the seams toward the bor-
der. Measure the quilt through
the center from side to side. Cut
two strips to this length and
sew to the top and bottom of
the quilt. Press the seams out. 

12. Measure the quilt from top to
bottom, through the center. Trim
two Poinsettia/Holly strips to this
length. Sew to the sides of the
quilt and press the seams toward
the inner border. 
13. Trim two Poinsettia/Holly strips
the same length as the Red Vine top
and bottom borders. 
14. From the Red Vine fabric, cut
one 55⁄8" strip. Subcut four 55⁄8"
squares for the corners. Sew a Red
Vine square to each end of each
border strip. (figure 8)
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Use this piece. Use this piece.

Save this piece for another
project.

Save this piece for another
project.

Make six. Make six.fig. 3
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15. Add the top and bottom bor-
ders, pressing the seams toward
the inner border. (figure 8)

Finishing
16. Cut the quilt back fabric into
two pieces 13⁄4 yards x WOF. Sew
the two panels together along
the length of fabric to make one
piece approximately 63" x 85".
The seam will run horizontally
across the back of the quilt.
17. Layer the quilt top, batting and

fig. 7

Border Stripe Cutting Guide

Cut Poinsettia/Holly Outer Border strips between these
dotted lines. Strips should be 55⁄8" wide.

Cut Cardinal Spacing Strips between these dotted
lines. Strips should be 51⁄8" wide.

fig. 5

Press seams in direction of arrows. 

fig. 6

backing.Baste and quilt as desired.
18. Cut seven 21⁄2" strips from the Green Vine fabric.
Stitch the strips together end to end with 45° seams.
Press the long strip in half lengthwise, wrong sides to-
gether. Bind the quilt using your favorite method. On the
model quilt, the binding was sewn to the back and top-
stitched to the front.
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